
 

In Accounting -  verify correct Vendor/Payee information has been entered for check printing:    
 

1. In Accounting, go to Manage Accounts>View. 
 

2. Click each #2 liability or A/P Vendor account  individually. 
 

3. Click the Vendor/Payee tab at the top right of the screen and check to be sure the correct payee     
information has been entered to print on the check. 

 
Below shows two options for handling deduction payments.   
 
Option 1 - Links Payroll Deductions to Liability accounts in Accounting.  To make a payment of only  
employee deducted amounts, in Accounting go directly to Pay Bills, DO NOT Enter Bills, as this is not  
necessary, because those employee deduction amounts are posted to the Liability account when payroll is 
transferred.  Note: the Liability account is acting as a pass thru. 
 
In Payroll - under System Administration>Account Number Setup - for each applicable employee, click on the  
Deductions tab and select the correct liability accounts to transfer employee deductions.  Please note: If 
not already done, set up a liability account in Accounting for the transfers. 
 
In Accounting - go to Transactions>Pay Bills>Quick Pay>View Vendors with a Balance. 

 
2. Check the box under Select to choose the #2 liability or vendor for payment and click Create         
       Payment.  

 
3.  Pay Bills screen; verify that the correct Asset has been selected. 
 
4. Enter the correct amount to pay.   
 
5.  Verify that the correct Pay Method  

 EFT - Electronic Funds Transfer or 
 Computer Check - if the system is printing the check or  
 Manual - if a check is created outside of the system and needs to be tracked in Accounting. 

  
 6. If printing a check, go to Print Checks to print the check. 
 
 

 
Option 2 - Linking Payroll Deductions to Expense accounts in Accounting (which uses Enter Bills) 
 
In Payroll, under System Administration>Account Number Setup - for each applicable employee, click on the  
Deductions tab and select the correct expense accounts to transfer employee deductions.    
Example: Pension where both the church and employee contribute.  
 
Linking the deduction to the expense account will transfer from Payroll as a Credit and Enter Bills will Debit  
the Expense which will reduce the amount of the expense. 
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1. Go to Enter Bills and select the Vendor, then choose the #5 Expense account(s) and enter the entire 

amount of the invoice.  (Remember the expense has been reduced by the deduction from the 
employee’s payroll). 

 
2.   Click Done - Add to Batch and click, Post & Pay These Bills. 

 
3.   Verify that the correct Pay Method  
 EFT (Electronic Funds Transfer)  
 Computer Check - if the system is printing the check or  
 Manual - if a check is created outside of the system and needs to be tracked in Accounting. 

  
4.    If printing a check, go to Print Checks to print the check. 
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